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Using Ptolemy as a fast-prototyping environment for morphological filters.

Abstract.
In this report, the possibilities of using Ptolemy as a fast-prototyping platform
is studied. Ptolemy is a design frame-work with several models of
computation, capable of simulating and generating code. As an example,
morphological filters are implemented in a simulating domain, and in a domain
that produces assembly code for a digital signal processor (DSP).
When an easy switch of a design between domains is demanded, the
modules in the different domains with the same functionality must be
synchronized. The synchronization must be applied to naming of the defining
files, number and names of the in- and outputs, and to the name and type of
certain variables used in the modules.
To create the same functionality in different domains, some services offered
in of one domain, must be created by the user in another domain. For
example, the simulation domain creates a history buffer for every input that is
declared, while such a buffer must be build from scratch in the domain
generating code for the DSP.
When the conditions mentioned above are met, Ptolemy can be a powerful
tool to design and test an application in one domain, and translate it fast to
another domain.
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Introduction.
The development of an electronic device with a certain functionality can be
divided in several stages. In the first stage, a design that describes the
functionality of the new hardware is created in an environment in which it can
be simulated. Simulations of the design are done to check if its functionality
meets the requirements, to fine-tune parameters, or to redesign the new
hardware.
When the performance of the design is found to be sufficient, it is translated
to a hardware environment. This can be an integrated circuit, an electronic
circuit made of discrete components, but also code for a Digital Signal
Processor (DSP). In order to minimize the chances of making mistakes in the
translation from simulation to hardware, and to reduce the time required, this
process is desired to be automated.
In this report, an example is given of the implementation of morphological
filters in a design frame-work called Ptolemy. One of the main uses of this
utility in the environment where this M.Sc. project was carried out, will be in
the development of filter algorithms for pacemakers and pacemaker related
devices. The requirements for this kind of applications are that the energy
consumption must be as low as possible, the total space needed for the
hardware must be minimized, and the algorithms must be very reliable.
To test the algorithms extensively with realistic input signals, a battery
operated, programmable device is used. This device is built with a Motorola
56002 DSP as the main processing unit, with additional hardware connected
to convert analog signals to digital data and vice versa. In this device, several
features are implemented to save battery power, which should be supported
by the fast-prototyping tool. One of these features is that the DSP can enter a
power-down mode when no code has to be executed. To make full use of this
option, code is desired that does exactly what is needed in the a minimum
number of clock cycles. This can only be accomplished when one has full
control over the generated code, as is the case in Ptolemy.
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In the example described in this report, the basic morphological operators
erode and dilate are implemented in Ptolemy in such way that they can be
used to simulate designs that contain morphological filters and to create
program code for the DSP from these designs.
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1. The hardware environment
The hardware for which morphological filters are implemented consists of a
multi-purpose DSP-board, which contains a Motorola 56002 DSP, memory, a
port to communicate with a PC via RS232, a powerregulator and ADIDA
converters. The ADIDA converters have been disconnected and replaced by
a MAX153 for AD-conversion and a AD7946 for DA-conversion. The ADC is
added only for development purposes, and will be left out in the final device.
A timing circuit is added to control the sampling rate, and to allow the DSP to
enter a powersaving 'STOP' or 'WAIT' mode.

Timing
Circuit

Interrupt
request
Clock

RS232
I-face

-

port
C

DSP
Motorola 56002

Port
B

data-bus

/

+-

MAX153

-+

DA7946

~-

I
MEMORY

Figure 1: Schematic of the DSP hardware.

1.1 The Motorola 56002 Digital Signal Processor
The DSP56002 is a member of the Motorola DSP56000 family. This family
has the following relevant features:
•

20 Million instruction per second at 40 MHz

•

24 bit data bus

•

'STOP' and 'WAIT' low-power standby modes
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•

highly parallel instruction set

•

programmable cyclic memory structures

The additional features of the DSP56002 are:
•

one 15 bit general purpose I/O port (port B)

•

one 9 bit 1/0 port (port C), used to communicate via RS232

Port B is used to communicate with the added hardware. Bit 0 to 7 are
configured as databus for both the ADC and DAC. Bit 12 is used to start an
AD-conversion, of which the status is checked via bit 13. Output data of the
ADC is latched to the databus with bit 8. With bit 14, the data can be clocked
into the DAC.
1.2 Timing circuit
The timing circuit consists of two parts. The first part dictates the samplefrequency, the second part generates the clock-frequency for the DSP.
The oscillator for the DSP-clock is set to 4 MHz. The DSP can multiply this
frequency internally, but that requires the build-in PLL to be enabled, which is
not recommended when power-consumption must be kept as low as possible.
The sample-frequency of approximately 250 Hz is synthesized by generating
a pulse of sufficient length on the IRQA pin of the DSP, 4 ms after a ADconversion is started. The hardware interrupt request will wake the DSP from
'WAIT' or 'STOP' mode, and the DSP is then supposed to start an ADconversion to get some input.
1.3 AD-converter MAX153
The MAX153, manufactured by Maxim, is an 8 bit analog to digital converter
with a power-down possibility. The method of reading this ADC is as follows:
NRD (bit 12 of port B) is made low to start the conversion. When the
conversion is finished, and the data is valid, the MAX153 makes NINT (
connected to pin 13 of port B) low. The data is latched to the data-bus (bit 0 to
7 of port B) by making bit 8 of port B high, and the data is read into the DSP.
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then bit 8 is made low again to free the databus, and NRD is made high to
relief the MAX153 (see figure 2). The range of the input voltage is 0 volt (data
= 0) to 1.2 volt (data = FF hex)'

\'---_ _-----11

RD

\'----_-----'1

INT

DATA

bitS

------«'----~)>----

_ _~I i \'------

-

read data

Figure 2: Timing of AD-conversion.

In assembly, the DSP code to do this when the starting condition (port B is in
rest = #$005100) is:
movep #$004100,X:M_PBD

pbI2 = 0: start AD conversion

jset

wait for pbI3=0: end of conversion

#$d,x:M_PBD,*

movep #$004000,x:M_PBD
clr

pb8=0: latch output

a

movep x:M_PBD,al

read dbO .. dbI5 in al

move

#>$ff,yl

bitmask (0 .. 7)

and

yl,a

only keep pbO .. pb7

movep #$OOSIOO,x:M_PBD

port B in rest

jclr

wait for pbI3=1: maxIS3 in rest

#$d,x:M_PBD,*

after this routine, the data read from the AD-converter is stored in
accumulator a.

1.4 DA-converter DA 7946
Writing data to the digital to analog converter is very simple. First, data is put
on the databus, then bit 14 of port B gives a pulse to clock the data in the
DAC. The output ranges from 1.2 volt (data = 0) to 2.4 volt (data=FF hex)'
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The DAC is only for experimental purposes, and will be omitted in
developments of the DSP-platform.
When the starting conditions have been satisfied (port B in rest, digital value
in accumulator a), the code to do this is:
movep #$OOSFFF,x:M_PBDDRi pbO .. 12 and pb1S
move

#>$ff,y1

bitmask (O .. 7)

and

y1,a

select pbO .. 7

move

#$001100, y1

pbS and pb12 =1

or

y1,a

to enable DA latch

movep a1,x:M_PBD
move

#defprt1,y1

pbS,12 and 14 =1

or

y1,a

to freeze DA-output

movep a1,x:M_PBD
movep #$OOSfOO,x:M_PBDDRi reset port B to
movep #defprt1,x:M_PBD

default values

10
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2. Creating stars in Ptolemy
2.1 Selecting a programming platform
Before Ptolemy was chosen to be our platform for fast-prototyping, several
possibilities were evaluated.
One of them was the Real-Time Workshop, based on the SIMULINK toolbox
of Matlab. In this application a system can be designed in the graphical
environment of SIMULlNK, from which C-code or DSP-code can be created.
Its major disadvantage is that it does not support the Motorola 56000 DSP
family.
Another option was Hyperception, from Hyperception Inc. This program is
dedicated to programming DSP's in a graphical environment, and it supports
the Motorola 56002 DSP. The demo version we received from Hyperception
crashed too frequently to test if the system seriously.
A third alternative was the Signal Processing WorkSystem (SPW) of the Alta
Group. This tool offered designing in a graphical environment, simulation of
designs and DSP-code generation for the Motorola 56000, but it was to
expensive.
The Ptolemy software also offers a graphical working environment, simulation
and code generation for the for the Motorola 56000, but it can also generate
C -code and VHDL for creating integrated circuits. Ptolemy is (still) developed
at the University of California at Berkeley, and can be obtained for free. The
Ptolemy system is fundamentally extensible, hence creating custom building
blocks, can easily be done. For the study described in this report, first
Ptolemy version 0.5.2 was used. Later, version 0.6 was used because it has a
better user interface, and the installed version of 0.5.2 had problems when
compiling. The used version of Ptolemy 0.6 runs on a SUN Sparcstation, with
the Solaris 2.5 operating system installed. X-windows and some GNU tools,
like GNU make and gcc/libg++ are required to run Ptolemy.
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2.2 What is Ptolemy
According to the authors,
"The Ptolemy software is a system-level design framework that allows mixing
models

of computation.

In

designing

digital

signal

processing

and

communications systems, often the best available design tools are domain
specific. The tools must be able to interact. Ptolemy allows the interaction of
diverse models of computation by using the object-oriented principles of
polymorphism and information hiding".
Polymorphism is concerned with the concept of functions working uniformly
on data of different type. The idea of information hiding is to encapsulate each
global variable in a module with a group of operations (such as procedures
and functions) that alone have direct access to the variable. Other modules
can access the variable only indirectly, by calling these operations.
Ptolemy is divided in domains, each domain having its own specific rules by
which the models are computed. The designed models in Ptolemy can be
built of parts which operate in different domains, but these domains normally
stay the same for every part. When using Ptolemy as a framework for fastprototyping purposes, one domain is used to simulate a certain design, and
one or more other domains are utilized to create hardware describing output.
The translation between these domains must be possible without extensive
new programming and designing work.

Interesting domains are the

Synchronous Data Flow (SDF) domain for simulations, the CG56 domain for
generating code for the Motorola 56000 DSP, and the VHDL domain for
creating hardware description code.
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Figure 3: Hierarchical structure of a Ptolemy application.

2.3 Programming in Ptolemy
Ptolemy applications are constructed graphically by interconnecting icons of
building blocks. This is done in the Ptolemy interactive graphical interface, or
pigi for short. The most elemental building block is called a star. A star always
belongs to exactly one domain. A system of several interconnected building
blocks is referred to as a galaxy. The blocks inside a galaxy can be stars of
identical or different domains, or even other galaxies. A galaxy can be looked
at as a black box with its function described by the system of building-blocks
inside. A complete design, or application, is called a universe.
Ptolemy can be extended by writing new stars. Stars are written in 'Ptolemy
language' or 'preprocessor language', which was developed to take the hard
work of writing the class definitions and initialization code required for Ptolemy
stars, out of the programmers hand. The name of the file in which the new
star is described MUST be of the form DomainStamame.pl, for example
SDFSin.pl for a sine generator in the SDF domain. The preprocessor converts
such a file to standard C++ code, divided into two files (a header file with a .h
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extension and an implementation file with a

.cc extension). It also generates a

standardized documentation file, with a .f extension.
A new star can be dynamically linked into Ptolemy. This avoids frequent
recompilation of the Ptolemy program, but it requires that the compiler used
for compiling the new star, is compatible with the compiler used for compiling
Ptolemy. In most cases, the easiest way to accomplish that, is to recompile
Ptolemy, which can take a substantial amount of time.
2.4 General star definition keywords
At the time of this writing, only one type of declaration may appear at the top
level of a Ptolemy language file, a defstar, used to define a star. The
def star section consists of subitems, which are of the form
keyword { body }

where the body itself can also contain subitems. A short description of some
keywords will be given here. The only two keywords that are required are
name and domain.

name { identifier }

This is a required item, which defines the name of the star. The
identifier is case sensitive.
domain { identifier }

This is also a required item, and defines the domain the star is written
for. The Identifier is case sensitive, and, together with the name
identifier, it must match the Ptolemy language file.
descriptor { text }

Offers the possibility to add a short description of the star, which can
be displayed in Ptolemy with the profile-command.
version { number MO/DA/YR }

For adding a version number and date of creation of the star. The date
must be of the format Month/DaylYear.
author { authorl, author2 and author3 }

Gives information of who the authors of the star are.
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copyright {

copyright information }

Can give information about copyrights.

location { directory }
Gives the directory in which the star can be found. The directory does
not have to be a valid one, it can also be a description of a directory in
plain text format.

.explanation { body }
This is an item to create give a more detailed description of the stars
functionality. The explanation will appear only in the .f file. The body is
assumed to be troff source code, but plain text is also excepted.

state
This item is used to define a state or parameter in a star. The state
item can contain 5 subitems: name, type, default, descriptor and

at tributes, of which the first three are required. Name defines the
name of the state variable, type its data type, and default its default
value(s). Descriptor can give a summary of the function of the state,
and attributes is used to give the simulator or code generator extra
information how to handle this state.

input
output
With these items, inputs and outputs can be defined as communication
channels between the star and the world outside the star. An input or
output item can contain 4 subitems: name, type, numtokens and

descriptor, of which only the name item is required. Numtokens
defines the number of tokens produced by the star, which is only used
in the dataflow domains. The other subitems have the same meaning
as in those within the state item.

constructor { body }
This item allows the star programmer to specify extra C++ code to be
executed in the constructor of the star.

setup { body }
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This item defines the setup method, which is called every time the
simulation is started, before a compile schedule is made, and before
memory is allocated.
begin { body }

Here, the begin method is defined, which is called every time a
simulation is started, but after the schedule is made.
go { body }

Go defines the action taken by a star when it is fired. The go method
will typically read input and write output.
wrapup { body }

The wrapup method is called at the end of a simulation. It can be used
to store final state values or to free allocated memory.

All keywords are case sensitive, but some of them can be abbreviated. For
example, descriptor can also be written as desc, and defstate as
state.

2.5 Specific keywords

Some domains have a set of extra items that can appear in the defstar
declaration. The CG56 domain has the following three:
exectime { body }

This is an item that is used in all code generation domains, and it
defines the number of time units that are required to execute the star's
code. The body must return an integer value.
initCode { body }

This item is also used in all code generation domains,

and it is

comparable with the setup method. The main difference is that it is
recommended not to allocate memory in the setup method, but instead
in the initCode body.
codeblock (name)

{ body
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The body of a codeblock consists of code that makes it possible to split
the code-definition in small, easy to use and understandable packages.
The code in a codeblock can be added to the generated code by
defining addCode ( name ) in the begin, go and wrapup items.

The attributes item, which is used inside a state item, can contain on or
more of the following keywords:
A CONSTANT
A NONCONSTANT

Define whether or not the state's value can be changed by the
execution of the star. Default is A CONSTANT
A SETTABLE
A NONSETTABLE

Define whether or not the state's initial values can be set from a user
interface. Default is A_SETTABLE.
A CIRC

Defines that the memory for this state is allocated as a circular buffer.
This attribute is only valid in assembly language domains.
A NOINIT

If set, the state is not automatically initialized. The default is that all
memory occupying states are initialized to their default values.
A XMEM
A YMEM

This attribute defines the bank in which the state allocate its memory.
Is only valid in the CG56 domain.

In the code generation domains, the following macros are defined:
$ref(name)

Returns a reference to a state or a input- or outputport.
$val(name)

Returns the current value of a state.
$addr(name)
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Returns the address of a state (or input or outputport). The reference
to a memory bank is lost, so the address 'x:1234' for location 1234 in
the x memory bank the output is 1234 in the CG56 domain.
$Iabel(name)
Returns a unique symbol in the codeblock scope, that can be used to
jump to or create loops with.
2.6 Synchronizing stars between domains
In order to be able to switch a design from one domain to another, several
requirements must be met. Naturally, the star must exist in both domains,
they must be synchronized with each other and Ptolemy must know they exist
in the domains that are used.
The synchronization means that the stars must have the same name in both
domains, and have equal input- and outputports defined, with the same
name(s). If there are states that are set-able, and are likely to be set by a
parameter that is global in the galaxy, the data type of such a state should be
the same in both domains. If this is not the case, the data type for the global
galaxy parameter will match the state's data type in one domain, but will
mismatch when the design is switched to another domain. This is not fatal,
but will cause a lot of extra work, changing the data types of the parameters
of the global parameters.
A disadvantage of the need of synchronization is, that all the parameters that
are set-able in one domains, must also be set-able in all the other domains
the star is written for. As a result, when a list of editable parameters is shown,
there might be parameters displayed that are irrelevant in the current domain,
and will have no effect on the star's action. This might confuse users that are
not aware of the existence of the other domains the star can be used in.
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fileName:

hilltAIEnd:

Figure 4: Editable parameters of different domains are displayed simultaneous.

An example is demonstrated in figure 4, where the edit field of the timed
ADmax153 star is displayed. In the SDF domain, the first eight parameters
have no influence on the simulation, but in the CG56 domain, only these first
eight parameters are relevant.
The existence of stars in certain domains can be reported to Ptolemy by
loading them dynamically or statically for the domains that will be used. It is
also possible to create a custom version of pigi (Ptolemy interactive graphical
interface) with the stars included. This is not recommended while developing
new stars, for then it is no longer possible to change the star's functionality
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3. Morphological filters.
Morphology is derived from the Greek language and can be described as the
science of forms. Morphological filters have inherited their name from this
theory because they are generally very good in preserving the form of the
input signal while removing noise. They have been developed for this purpose
in the field of image processing.

3.1 Morphological operators.
Morphological filters are normally built from a combination of morphological
operators. Morphological operators use a separate data set to transform an
input set to a set of outputs. This data set, known as the structuring element
or template, defines the way the operation takes place. The degree of
complexity of morphological filters is relatively low because only additions,
subtractions, maximum- and minimum-functions are used. More complex
operations like multiplications are not necessary, which makes the hardware
implementations simple and small.
There are two basic morphological operators, dilation and erosion. Although
they usually appear in tandems we start by defining them separately. The
dilation of a signal X (length N) by a template m with template length M (or
Yd=XEBm) is defined as:
Yd"

= D(X,,) = AM%;=O...M-I {x,,_; + m;}

(1 )

M-l$n$N-l

As can be concluded from the Xn- i term in (1) it looks back in time and once
the first M-1 samples have passed by it can give an instantaneous output. It
can therefore easily be converted to a real-time application without further
adaptations, we have to keep in mind though that the output-set generated by
the dilation is M-1 samples shorter than the data-set.
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Figure 5: Schematical view of a dilation.

The erosion of a function X (length N) by a template m with template length M
(or Ye=Xem) is defined as:

Yell

= E(Xt/) = MINi=o...M_1 {Xt/+i -

mi }

(2)

O~n~N-M

As opposed to the dilation, the erosion looks ahead in time (X n+i). Therefore,
in a real-time application it has to wait until these "future"-samples have
passed by, thus causing a delay of M-1 samples. As is the case with a
dilation, an erosion also generates an output-set M-1 samples shorter than
the data-set, the only difference being that they are lost at the end of the set.

Yet/

= MINi=o... M_1 {Xt/-M+I+i - mi } = MINi=_M+I...o{X'Hi - m M-I-i }

(3)

M-l~n~N-l
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Figure 6:Schematical view of an erosion.

3.2 Basic morphological filters: open and close.
As has been mentioned before, dilation and erosion are usually combined into
tandem filters, known as close and open. An open is made up of an erosion
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followed by a dilation (Yop=(X em) E9m), a close consists of a dilation followed
by an erosion (Ycl=(X E9m) em), or:
YOPn = OP(Xn) = D(E(Xn))

(4)

Ycln = CL(Xn) = E(D(Xn))

(5)

M-l~n~N-M

Because a dilation and an erosion are combined in an open or close, the first
M-1 samples are lost by the dilation and the last M-1 samples by the erosion.
The output-set generated by an open or close is consequently 2*(M-1)
samples shorter than the data-set
When creating open and close filters from dilations and erosions both
operators use the same template.
The result of opening a data sequence with a flat (equal valued) template is
that all peaks shorter than M-1 are eliminated. When closing the same
sequence with this template all pits shorter than M-1 are eliminated Therefore
an open is generally used to eliminate peaks, whereas a close is used to
eliminate pits.
This behavior is demonstrated in figure 7, showing the response of an open
and a close on the same data-set. The data-set consists of a sine-wave
corrupted by impulsive noise. The template has length 3 and consists only of
ones. This example shows clearly that the open indeed clears the peak
whereas the close succeeds in eliminating the pit. It also shows that in both
open and close the first step does the filtering of either peak or pit, whereas
the second step more or less recreates the original form of the input-signal.
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Figure 7: An example of opening and closing a data-set.

3.3 Subtractive filtering
in some situations it is better to configure the filter such that the wanted
output is discriminated by the filter. The desired output is created by
subtracting the original signal from the filtered one. With the use of one open
or close operator, where both the erode and dilate use the same template
with length M, a delay of M-1 samples of the signal is introduced. Therefore,
the original signal must also be delayed by M-1 samples before subtraction
can be properly done.

INPUT -------~

I

INPUT

Complex

MO_rp_hO_I09_ica_I_--.Jf------------..~
OUTPUT
Fitter

+

Simple
Morphological
Filter

Delay
line

Figure 8: a. Direct approach. b. Indirect approach.
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4. Defining morphological filters in Ptolemy
A simple morphological filter in the Ptolemy interactive graphical interface
would look like figure 9. All but the 'Sub' star are custom-made stars. In this
chapter, a way to create custom stars is explained by guidance of these stars.

Figure 9: Morphological open in Ptolemy.

4.1 An example: delaying a signal
To be able to fruitfully apply the subtractive filtering method mentioned in 1.3,
the signal has to be delayed by M-1 samples, M being the size of the used
template. This will be done by stars created from SDFTemplDelay.pl and
CG56 TemplDelay.pl, for the SDF and CG56 domain resp. The definition of
this simple star is traced to get acquainted with the Ptolemy language. Note
that only the relevant parts are explained here, the complete listing of the files
can be found in a separate source file document.
To get data into and out of the star, one input and one output must be defined
inside the defstar statement. The input is named 'signal/n', the output
'signaIOut', and they are both of the data type float in the SDF domain, and of
the fix type in the CG56 domain (see below, SDF left, CG56 right). These
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data types are chosen to be able to connect this new star directly with the
stars already written in Ptolemy.
SDF domain

CG56 domain

input {

input

name {signalIn}

name

signalln }

type {float}

type

fix }

name {signalOut}

name

signalOut }

type {float}

type

fix }

}

}

output {

output

}

}

To determine the number of samples the signal has to be delayed, the
template has to be known. This is done by creating a state 'Template', which
must be set-able from outside the star. The name of this state can not be
'template' (without the capital T), because this is a reserved word in the
programming environment. Attempting to use this name will probably
generate an error message like in figure 10.

Loader: errors in compilation
In file included from /home/bmynh1/PTOLEMY06!ptolemy!projects!morphfil/src!domains/sdf/stars/SDFErode.cc:ll:

/home/bmynh l~OLEMY06/ptolemYlProjects/morphfil/srC/domains/sdf/stars/SDFErode.h:29: declaration of identifier
'FixArrayState'lIs 'struct FixArrayState'
/home!bmynh1/1'TOLEMY06/ptolemy!src!kernel/FixArrayState.h:120: conflicts with previous use in class as 'class
FixArrayState'
/home/bmynh1/PTOLEMY06/ptolemylprojects/morphfil/srC/domains/sdf/starslSDFErode.h:29:parseerror before
'templ!lte'
,
'. . .:.
....
/hoDle/bmynh1/PTOLEMY06/ptolemy!projects/morphfil/srC/domains/sdf/starslSDFErode.h:31:field 'buffer' has
incomplete type.
'.. ..'
. . • : .••
/home!bmynh IIPT EMY06lptolemy!projects!morphfil/srC/domains/sdf!starslSDFEr~e~eC:' In method
'SDFErode::SDF
r:
/hoDle/bmynhl~
MY()()/ptolemylprojects/morphm/src/domains/sdf!starslSDfpr~e.cc:26:"parse error before
....
.
'template'
SDF~ode.pl:38;
".•. by earlier errors, bailing out
** error reading/tmp/ptl0e6.0001 **
OK <Return>

I

====;;:;;;;;;;;:============:::::::::::;;:;;;;;;;;:=====.;=,"._;=-1
Figure 10: Error message when trying to name a state 'template'.

For the SDF domain this results in:
defstate {
name {Template}
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type {fixarray}
default { "0"
dese { Filter template values.
attributes { A NONCONSTANT

For the CG56 domain this results in:
state

{
name { Template }
type { fixarray }
dese { Filter template values.

}

default { "0" }

The state 'Template' has a double function in the CG56 domain. Besides
reading the length of the template, it is also used to store the input values for
delaying purposes. Therefore, it is configured as a circular buffer
To keep track of the position of the oldest input value, and to keep the length
of the template, memory space is needed. In the SDF domain, this memory
can be allocated at run-time, but in the CG56 domain, memory has to be
reserved by means of states. The initialization of these states is not done
automatically, but is done in the code itself, or in the setup method.
state

{
name { delayBufStart
type { int }
default { 0 }
dese { pointer to the buffer }
attributes { A_NONCONSTANTIA_NONSETTABLEIA_YMEMIA_NOINIT}

state

{
name { totalDelay
type { int }
default { 1 }
dese { total delay ( template length - 1 ) }
attributes { A_NONCONSTANTIA_NONSETTABLEIA_NOINIT
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Every input port in the SDF domain has history memory declared with it. The
default size is one sample, which means only the current input is accessible.
In the setup method this memory is sized to the amount needed to delay M-1
samples, which is the size of the 'Template' state minus one.
setup
signalln.setSDFParams(l, Template.size()-l );

}

In the setup method in the CG56 domain, the state 'totalDelay' is made equal
to the size of the 'Template' state minus one. After that, the size of 'Template'
is decreased by one. If 'totalDelay' is less than zero, an error message is
displayed, and the simulation is aborted.
setup
totalDelay

=

Template.size()-l

Template. resize (totalDelay) ;
if ( totalDelay < 0 ) {
Error::abortRun(*this,

II.

Template must contain at
least one element" )

return

The action of the TemplDelay star in the SDF domain is defined in the go
method. First a variable out is declared, then it is made equal to the value of
the delayed version of the input signal. As said before, every input state in the
SOF domain has a history memory declared with it, and this memory is
addressed by the %' (x) extension to the input name, were x is 0 for the
current value and increases for older values. Finally, the current output is
made equal to the variable 'out'. Every output has an output buffer, similar to
history memory of an input, which makes it possible to generate more than
one output sample for every received input sample. In this application this is
not desired, so only the current value is addressed by the %'0 extension.
go {
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double out ;
out = signalln%{ Template.size{)-l
signalOut%O «

out ;

}

The action of the CG56 version of the star is somewhat more complicated.
First, the delayBufStart state must be initialized. This is only needed once per
simulation, so this can be done in the initCode method. The initCode method
adds a piece of code to the output, defined in codeblock(initBufStart).
initCode {
addCode{initBufStart) ;
}

eodebloek{initBufStart) {

pointer to internal buffer

org

$ref{delayBufStart)

org

y:13

de

$addr{Template)

de

8

org

p:

org

p:

}

The definition of initBufStart is shown left, while on the right the result in the
generated code can be seen. A construction like this is not necessary to
initialize variables to a certain value, but it creates the possibility to edit some
parameters after the assembly code is generated.
The real action of the star is defined inside the go method:
go {
if (totalDelay<=O)
addCode{zero);
else if (totalDelay==l)
addCode{one);
else
addCode (std) ;
}

The generated code depends on 'totaIDelay' to provide for optimal code for
the given delay. If the delay is zero, the input is simply copied to the output.
eodebloek{zero) {
move

$ref{signalln),a

move

a,$ref{signalOut)
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With a delay of one, only one memory position is needed, so there is no need
to keep a pointer to the oldest value in the buffer (the memory position
reserved for such a pointer is simply not used):
codeblock(one)

{

move

$ref(delayBufStart) ,rO

;get buffer address

move

$ref(signalIn),x1

;copy input to xl

move

y: (rO) , yO

;read oldest value

move

xl, y: (rO)

;save latest value

move

yO,$ref(signalOut)

;output = oldest value

But when a delay of more than one sample is needed, a more complex
memory addressing method is needed, using the DSP's ability to use circular
buffer constructions:
codeblock(std)

{

move

$ref(signalIn) ,xl

;copy input to xl

move

$ref(delayBufStart) ,rO

iset bufferpointer in rO

move

#$val(totalDelaY)-l,mO

;set length of buffer

move

y: (rO) , yO

;read oldest value

move

x1,y:(rO)+

;save latest value

move

rO,$ref(delayBufStart)

;save new pointer

move

yO,$ref(signalOut)

;output = oldest value

move

#-l,mO

;reset buffer length

Finally, the execution time of the of the CG56 code can be calculated and
returned to the scheduler. This is not strictly required.
execTime {
if (totalDelay==O) return 4;
else if (totalDelay==l) return 10;
else return 16;
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4.2 Dilation and erosion
The structure of the erode and dilate stars is very similar to that of the
tempiDelay star, and the only difference between erode and dilate can be
found in the action taken in the go method.
For the erode and the dilate star, the following ports and states are declared
in both domains:
input of erode/dilate

input

signalln

output

signalOut output of erode/dilate.

state

Template

filtering template of the erode/dilate operator

state

tempLen

length of the Template

Because, unlike the SDF domain, the CG56 domain has no build-in history
function, a buffer and a bufferlength state must be defined in this domain to
create a history buffer for the input:
input history memory

state

buffer

state

bufferLen number of values in the history memory

Of all these states, only 'Template' is a set-able one, all the others are
initialized inside the star.
In the setup method for the SDF star, the state 'tempLen' is set to the length
of the 'Template' state, and the history buffer for the input is given the right
size. For the CG56 star, the 'tempLen' and 'bufferLen' state are set to the
length of 'Template', the 'buffer' state is resized to the length of 'Template',
and all the values of the 'Template' state are scaled divided by 65536 to
correspond to the magnitude of the signals in the DSP.
setup {
tempLen

=

bufferLen

= Template.size{);

Template.size{);

buffer. resize (tempLen) ;
for (int i

=

0; i

Template [i)

<

tempLen; i++)
Template [i)

if ( tempLen <= 0 ) {
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Error: :abortRun(*this,

II.

Template must contain at least
one element" )

return
}
}

The go method of the erode and dilate stars is structured comparable to that
of the templDelay star. In the SDF domain, the maximum of the template
values added to the input values, is calculated in C++ language, and in the
CG56 domain, the optimal code, according to the template size, is added with
the addCode method. The complete listings of the erode and the dilate star in
both domains can be found a separate source file document.
The SDF algorithm for a dilation is:
go
double max, out

i

max = Template[O] + double(signalln%(
for (int i = 1; i < tempLen; i++)

°

»

i

{

out = Template[i] + double(signalln%( i

»;

if (out > max) max = out ;
}

signalOut%O «

max;

}

The universal codeblock for a dilation in CG56 is:
codeblock

dilateblock ) {

clr

b

xO,x: (r1) +

y: (rS) -, a

;x(n)=x, a=T(O)

add

xO,a

x: (r1) +,xO

y: (rS) -,b

imax=T(O)+x

ixO=x(n)

b=T(1)

;k=O
do

#$val(tempLen)-1,$label(dilateloop)

add

xO,b

move

b,yO

cmp

yO,a

cmp

yO,a

tlt

yO,a

;do {
b=T(k)+x(n-k)

y: (rS) -,b

x: (r1) +, xO

i f ( b>max )

max=b
}
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$label(dilateloop)
nop

;

nop
clr

}

;while(k++
b

==

(tempLen-l) )

(rS) +

Before this routine is called, registers r1, r5, m1 and m5 must be set to the
point to the right memory position of the template and the input buffer. When
finished, the values of r1, the pointer to the input buffer, must be saved. All
this is arranged in the setup method, by adding the appropriate codeblocks to
the generated code (see the source file document, section 2.1).
4.3 Analog output
The hardware connected to the DSP can not be connected to the Unix
machine Ptolemy runs on. So, to be able to see in the SDF domain what
output would be sent to the DA-converter, a graph plotting star is chosen to
be the SDF sister of the DA7946 star in the CG56 domain. In Ptolemy, a star
called 'Xmgraph' exists, which can plot graphs of one or more signal(s)
connected to its input. The source file of this Xmgraph star is copied to the file
SDFDA 7946.pl, which is synchronized with the CG56 star. Because the

DA7946 can only output one single signal, the SDF star is modified to limit the
possible number of input signals to one.
The structure of the CG56 star is very simple, containing the initialization of
port B in the initCode, and the writing of a byte to the DA-converter in the
setup method. The SDF version leans heavily on the built-in star Xgraph,
which will not be explained in detail in this report. See the source file
document for the complete listings of the XXXDA7946 star.
4.4 Analog input
Reading a byte from the AD-converter is not very different from writing a byte
to the DA-converter. The most significant difference is that, before data can
be read, the DSP must wait for the conversion to be completed. In that
aspect, the general structure of the ADmax153 star will be similar to that of
the DA7946 star.
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But, as stated before, timing of the sample-frequency is controlled from
outside the DSP, and is connected to the bits that control the AD-converter.
Therefore, it is preferable that the CG56 star is able to deal with this timing
function. The goal is to make the action code, defined in the go method of all
the stars in a model, behave like an interrupt service routine. When an
interrupt request pulse appears at the IRQA pin, the DSP should wake up
from 'STOP' or 'WAIT mode, process the interrupt service routine, and finally
enter the 'STOP' resp. 'WAIT mode again.
An endless loop around a 'STOP' (or 'WAIT') instruction, with a separate
interrupt service routine would be a solution (see figure 11A). But it is not
possible in Ptolemy to split the GO code of one star and position the part
freely in the total GO method. However, because the ADmax153 is a source
star (it generates input data for the model), its code is likely to be at the start
of the generated code, when viewed at separately for each method 1 . This
means that, because Ptolemy creates the go code in a loop, the last code in
the go method is directly followed by the first instruction of the ADmax153
star.

1

If the ADMax153 star is the only source star, this is always true. Only code of other source

stars can appear before that of the ADMax153 star
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INITCODE of other stars

INITCODE of other stars

GO code of other stars

WRAPUP method

-,-,------~~--.,.{

WRAPUP method
(WRAPUP code of all stars)

A.

(WRAPUP code of other stars)

B.

Figure 11: Implementation of interrupt service routine in the ADmax153
star. The parts from this star are marked gray.

If, as shown in figure 11 B, the star is defined with the first instruction in the
GO method being 'STOP' (or 'WAIT), and the loop is endless, the creation of
the appropriate reaction on an interrupt request is realized within the code of
one star.
One restriction this approach introduces, is that the loop around the go
method must be endless, otherwise an RTI (return from interrupt) is executed
while not being in an interrupt service routine. Another limitation of this
construction is that code of other source files might get in front of the code of
the ADmax153. This does not have to be a problem, but its signals can get
out of phase because of the delay the 'STOP' instruction introduces.
To be able to use the ADmax153 star in all models, two versions were
created. One called ADmax153T, which is described above, and one called
ADmax153, that does not handle interrupt requests. When using the latter
one, some editing must be done on the output generated by Ptolemy, to add
the interrupt handling routines.
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As the SDF counterpart for the ADmax153 star, the ReadFile star was
chosen, and modified to be compatible with its CG56 sister. Instead of
reading databytes from an AD-converter, the SDF star reads its data from an
ASCII file. Obviously, the SDF star does not have trouble with interrupt
handling, it just reads a file sample by sample and copies that to its output.
As a result, the ADmax153 and the ADmax153T are, apart from their names,
exactly the same.
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5. Results
In figure 12 the icons of all the stars written for this study are displayed in their
Ptolemy environment.

Figure 12: Created stars for fast-prototyping.

These icons can be copied into a design which then can be used in the SDF
domain and in the CG56 domain, provided Ptolemy has the stars loaded for
both domains. In figure 13, an example of a subtractive morphological filter is
shown. The design was created in the (default) SDF domain, were its
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parameters were adjusted so that the filter had the desired response to input
signals that were read from file. Then, the domain of the whole design was
switched from SDF to CG56, and the assembly code for the DSP could be
generated. The whole listing of the code generated from this design is printed
in the source file document, section 3.

Figure 13: demonstration of a morphological Open in Ptolemy.

This code had to be edited slightly to be processable by the 56000
assembler. This is partly because the assembler runs under DOS, while
Ptolemy runs under Unix, which has a different format for storing files. Also,
the path to the include files has to match the directories in the DOS
environment of the assembler. And as a finally, the starting address must be
supplied in the first line, because Ptolemy doesn't define the starting address.

After the code was assembled and loaded into the DSP, it performed as
predicted by the simulations in the SDF domain in Ptolemy. This is
demonstrated by the signals shown in figure 14 and 15. Figure 15 shows the
input and output signals of the DSP, which was programmed with the code
generated from the design in figure 13, while Figure 14 shows the output
signal of a simulation in Ptolemy with a similar input signal. Because the
simulated filter is still in its start-up phase, a (not wanted) negative peak
occurs just after t==O, but this may safely be ignored.
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Figure 14: Result of filtering with the DSP.
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6. Conclusions
According to the results of this study, the Ptolemy programming environment
can be used as a tool for fast prototyping. There are a lot basic building
blocks, such as multiplication, addition, sine-function, defined in Ptolemy,
both for the SDF and the CG56 domain. When special function blocks must
be created, such as for custom hardware, much attention must be paid to
synchronize these blocks for all domains that will be used, and that they
connect properly to already existing blocks. Also, for some hardware related
problems, like DA conversion with the DSP, a proper match must be found in
other domains.
When a DSP-assembler and a DSP-simulator kit are connected to Ptolemy,
the need for programming in the SDF domain might vanish. But the principles
of making the same stars work in different domains can be used to expand
the use of Ptolemy to the VHDL domain. With a properly working connection
between the SDF, CG56 and VHDL domain, Ptolemy is a very powerful tool
to shorten the time between initial designing and testing, making a prototype
and making an end-product.
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1. SDF domain sources
1.1 dilate
defstar (
name (Dilate}
domain (SDF}
dese

version {@(#)SDFDilate.pl

1.1 9!10!96}

author ( Harry de Bruyn }
copyright (

location ( morphfil SDF library }
explanation

seealso

input
name (signalIn}
type ( float}

output
name (signalOUt}
type (float}

defstate (
name (Template}
type (fixarray}
default
"0

o

0"

dese ( Filter template values.
attributes ( A NONCONSTANT

defstate
name {tempLen}
type lint}
default {3}
dese (template length.}
attributes ( A NONSETTABLE

A_NONCONSTANT

setup
tempLen : Template.size()

/1 set maximum delay
signalln. setSDFParams (1, tempLen-l)
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go
double max, out

max

= Template [0]

+ double(signalln%( 0 I);

II Compute the max
for (int i
out

=

1; i

<

tempLen; i++) {

= Template [i)

if (out

>

max) max

+ double(signalln%( i » ;

= out

;

II note: outputto is the last output chronologically
signalOut%O «

max;
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1.2 erode
defstar {
name {Erode}
domain {SDF}
desc

version {@(#)SDFErode.pl

L 1 9!10!96}

author { Harry de Bruyn }
copyright

location { morphfil SDF library }
explanation

seealso

input
name {signalln}
type {float}

output
name {signaIOut}
type {fix}

defstate
name {Template}
type {fixarray}
default
"0

a

0"

desc { Filter Template values.
attributes { A_NONCONSTANT

defstate
name {tempLen}
type lint}
default (3}
desc {template length.}
attributes (A_NONCONSTANT

A NONSETTABLE:

setup
tempLen

=

Template.size()

/1 sec maximum delay
signalIn.setSDFParams(l, tempLen-l)

go
double mIn,

out

i
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min = double(signalln\(tempLen

1»

- Template[O);

II Compute the min
for (int i = 1; i '" tempLen; i++) (
out = double(signalln\(tempLen - i - 1»

- Template [i) ;

if (out '" min) min = out ;

II note: output\O is the last output chronologically
signalOUt\O <'" min;
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1.3 temp/Delay
defstar {
name {TempIDelay}
domain {SDF}
desc {
Delays a signal to get it in phase with a signal yhat is
processed by one erode-operator and one dilate-operator.
both with the same template "Template".

version {@(#)SDFDelay.pl

1.0 9/10/96}

author { Harry de Bruyn }
copyright

location { morphfil SDF library }
explanation {
.Id "Template Delay"
The star delays the input by template-length minus 1 samples.
which is the same as the delay caused by an erode-dialte or
dilate-erode sequence with the same template.

seealso

input
name { signalIn}
type {float}

output
name {signalOut}
type {float}

defstate
name {Template}
type {fixarray}
default { "0"
desc { Filter template values.
attributes { A NONCONSTANT

setup {

II set meximum delay
signalln.setSDFParams(l, Template.size()-l );

go
double out ;

II note: output%O is the lest output chronologically
II output: oldest input
out: signalln%( Template.size(l-l
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1.4DA7946
defstar {
name

DA7946}

domain { SDF }
desc {
Generate a plot

of the signal with the xgraph program.

This program has many options; see the User's manual
of The Almagest.
SDF alternative for DA7946.
version {@(#)SDFDA7946.pl

2.15 3/2/95}

author { J. T. Buck and E. A. Lee}
copyright {
Copyright (c) 1990-1995 The Regents of the University of California.
All rights reserved.
See the file $PTOLEMY/copyright for copyright notice,
limitation of liability, and disclaimer of warranty provisions.
location { morphfil SDF library }
explanation {
The input signal is plotted using the \fIxgraph\fR program.
This program must be in your path, or this star will not work!
The \fItitle\fR parameter specifies a title for the plot.
The \fIsaveFile\fR parameter optionally specifies a file for
storing the data in a syntax acceptable to xgraph.
A null string prevents any such storage.
The \fIoptions\fR string is passed directly to the xgraph program
as command-line options.

See the manual section describing xgraph

for a complete explanation of the options .
. Ir nxgraph program"
seealso { Xgraph xgraph XYgraph Xhistogram }
input
name

signalln

type

float}

defstate
name {title}
type {string}
default {"DA7946 output"}
desc { Title for the plot
defstate
name {saveFile}
type {string}
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default {""}
dese { File name for saving plottable data. }
defstate
name {options}
type {string}
default {"-bb -tk =800x400"}
dese {Command line options for the xgraph program.}
defstate
name {ignore}
type {int}
default { 0
dese { Number of initial values to ignore.}
defstate
name {xUnits}
type {float}
default {

1. 0

dese { For labeling. horizontal increment between samples. }
defstate
name {xlnit}
type {float}
default { 0.0
dese { For labeling. horizontal value of the first sample. }
protected
XGraph graph;
double index;
hinclude { "Display.h Ol

}

setup
graph. initialize (this. 1. options, title, saveFile, ignore);
index = xlnit;

go {
graph.addPoint(l, index, float (signalIn\O)I;
index += double(xUnits);

wrapup
graph.terminate();

11
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1.5 ADmax153
defstar {
name { ADmax153
domain { SDF }
version { @(#)SDFADmax153.pl

1.19 10/30/95 }

author { T. M. Parks}
copyright {
Copyright (c) 1990-1996 The Regents of the University of California.
All rights reserved.
See the file $PTOLEMY/copyright for copyright notice,
limitation of liability, and disclaimer of warranty provisions.

location

morphfil snp library }

descriptor
Read ASCII data from a file.

The simulation can be halted

on end-of-file, or the file contents can be periodically
repeated, or the file contents can be padded with zeros.
SDP alternative for CG56 ADmax153.

hinclude { <fstream.h> }
ccinclude { "SimControl.h"

output
name

signalOUt

type

fix}

defstate
name

fileName

type

string}

default { "/dev/null"
descriptor { Input file.

defstate {
name

hal tAt End

type

int}

default { "tolO"
descriptor { Halt the run at the end of the input file. }

defstate {
name

periodic

type

int}

default { "YES"
descriptor { Make output periodic or zero-padded. }
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protected {
istream* input;
char* expandedFileName;

constructor {
input = 0;
expandedFileName

0;

setup (

II open input file
LOG_DEL; delete input;
delete [) expandedFileName;
expandedFileName

= expandPathName(fileName);

LOG_NEW; input

new ifstream(expandedFileName);

i f (! (*input) )

Error::abortRun(*this, "can't open file

n

fileName);

go
double x

0.0;

if (input->eof(»

II halt the run

i f (haltAtEnd)

SimControl::requestHalt();

II close and re-open file

else if (periodic)

LOG_DEL; delete input;
LOG_NEW; input

new ifstream(expandedFileName);

i f (! (*input»

Error::abortRun(*this. "cannot re-open file"
return;

(*input) »

x;

II get next value

ws(*input);

II get next value

else

(*input)

»

X;

ws(*input) ;

signalOut%O

~~

X;
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1.6 ADmax153T
defstar {
name

ADmax153T

domain { SDF }
version { @(#)SDFADmax153.pl

1.19 10/30/95 }

author { T. M. Parks }
copyright {
Copyright (c) 1990-1996 The Regents of the University of California.
All rights reserved.
See the file $PTOLEMY/copyright for copyright notice,
limitation of liability, and disclaimer of warranty provisions.

location { morphfil SDF library }
descriptor {
Read ASCII data from a file.

The simulation can be halted

on end-of-file, or the file contents can be periodically
repeated, or the file contents can be padded with zeros.
SDF alternative for CG56 ADmax153.

seealso { ReadFile }
hinclude { <fstream.h>
ccinclude { "SimControl.h"

output
name

signalOut

type

fix}

name

PLLCTRL

state

type

int

desc

PLL control register status. }

default { 0 }
attributes {A_NONSETTABLE

A_NONCONSTANT

state
name

mUltiplication

type

int}

dese

multiply factor for PLL input frequency (1 .. 40961.)

default ( 10 )

state
name

division

type

int}

desc

Divide factor for PLL output frequency (2'Division). }

default { 1 }
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state
name

externalClock

type

string

desc

Select internal crystal (No) or external clock (Yes). }

default { "No" }

state
name

enablePLLstopMode

type

string}

desc

Keep PLL + internal oscillator enabled (No) in stop mode. }

default { "Yes"

state
name

PLLenable

type

string

desc

Enable PLL circuit (Yes) or take direct external clock (No). }

default { "Yes" }

state
name

outputClockStrength

type

int}

desc

Buffer strength of clock output (0 .. 3). }

default { 0 }

state
name

chipClockVCO

type

string

desc

Select dsp-clock: VCO (Yes) or Divider (No). }

default { "Yes" }

state
name

outputClockVCO

type

string

desc

select output-clock: veo (Yes) or Divider (No). }

default { "No" }

defstate
name

fileName

type

string}

default { "/dev/null"
descriptor { Input file.

defstate (
name

haltAtEnd

type

int}

default ( "NO"
descripto~

{ Halt the run at the end of the input file.

16
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defstate {
name

periodic

type

int}

default { "YES"
descriptor { Make output periodic or zero-padded. }

protected {
istream* input;
char* expandedFileName;

constructor {
input '" 0;
expandedFileName

0;

setup (

II open input file
LOG_DEL; delete input;
delete [) expandedFileName;
expandedFileName '" expandPathName(fileName);
LOG_NEW; input

new ifstream(expandedFileName);

i f (! (*input»

Error::abortRun(*this. "can't open file

n

fileName);

go
double x

0.0;

if (input->eof()

II halt the run

if (haltAtEnd)

SimControl::requestHalt() ;

II close and re-open file

else if (periodic)

LOG_DEL; delete input;
LOG_NEW; input

new ifstream(expandedFileName);

i f (! (*input»

Error: :abortRun(*this, "cannot re-open file"
return;

(*input)

»

X;

/1 get next value

ws(*input) ;
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II get next value

else
(*inputl »

X;

ws (*inputl ;
signalOut%O «

x;

destructor (
LOG_DEL; delete input;
delete £]

e~pandedFileName;
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2. SDF domain sources
2.1 dilate
defstar {
name { Dilate
domain { CG56
dese {
Performs morphological dilation.

version { 1.0 15/10/1996
author { Harry de Bruyn, Bakken Research Center
acknowledge { }
copyright { }
location { morhfil CG56 directory }
seealso { }
input
name {signalIn}
type {fix}

output
name {signalOut}
type {fix}

state
name {Template}
type {fixarray}
desc { Filter template values, internal.
default { "0 0 0" }
attributes { A_CIRCIA_NONCONSTANTIA_YMEM

state
name

tempLen

type

int}

desc

number of template values. }

default { 3
attributes{ A_NONSETTABLEIA_NONCONSTANTIA_NOINIT

state
name

bUffer}

type

intarray

dese

internal

default { "0 0 0"
attributes{ A_CIRCIA__NONCONSTANTIA_NONSETTABLEIA_XMEMIA_NOINIT

state
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name

bufferLen

type

int}

desc

number of template values. }

default { 3
attributes{ A_NONSETTABLEIA_NONCONSTANTIA_NOINIT

state
name

bufferIdx

type

int}

desc

index to oldest value in buffer }

default ( 0
attributes{ A_NONSETTABLEIA_NOINITIA_YMEM

constructor
noInternalState()

codeblock ( initRegs ) (
move

#$val(bufferLen)-l.ml

move

$ref(bufferIdx).rl

move

#$val(tempLen)-l.mS

move

#$addr(Template).rS

move

$ref(signaIIn) ,xO

code block

dilateblock } (

clr

b

xO.x:(rl)+

y: (rS) -. a

add

xO.a

x: (rl) +.xO

y: (rS) -.b

;x(n)=x. a=T(O)
;max=T(O)+x
;xO=x(n)

b=T(l)

;k=O
do

#$val(tempLen)-l.$label(dilateloop}

add

xO.b

move

b,yO

cmp

yO.a

crop

yO.a

tIt

yO.a

;do
b=T(k)+x(n-k)

x:(rl)+.xO

i f ( b>max )

y: (rS) -. b

max=b

$label(dilateloop)
nap

;

nap
clr

}

;while(k++==(tempLen-l»
b

code block

(r5)+

dilate2 ) {

clr

b

xO,x: (rl) +

y:(r5)-,a

;x(n}=x, a=T(O)

add

xO,a

x: (rll+,xO

y:(r5)-,b

;max=,T(O}+x
;xO=x(n)

b=T(l}

;k=O
add

xO,b

move

b,yO

;b=T(k)+x(n-k)
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cmp

yO,a

cmp

yO,a

tIt

yO,a

clr

b

x:(rl)+,XO

y:(rS)-,b

;if( b>max
;

)

{
max=b

;

}

(rS)+

codeblock ( dilatel

)

{

move

$ref(signalln),xO

add

xO,a

#$addr(Template),a

;xO=in, a=T(O)
; add

codeblock ( saveRegs ) {
move

rl,$ref(bufferldx)

move

#-l,ml

reset ml to FFFF

move

#-1,m5

reset m5 to FFFF

codeblock ( setoutput ) {
move

a,$ref(signalOut)

setup
tempLen

Template.size();

bufferLen

Template.size();

buffer.resize(tempLen);
for (int i = 0; i c tempLen; i++) {
Template[il = Template[il / 65536

if

tempLen c= 0 ) {
Error: : abortRun (-this,

element" )
return

initCode

begin

go
if (tempLen==l)
addCodel dilatel
else if ftempLen==2)

{

addCode( initRegs
addCode ( di late2
addCode( saveRegs

else
addCodel initRegs
addCodel dilateblock
addCodel saveRegs
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2.2 erode
defstar (
name

Erode}

domain ( CG56 }
desc {
Performs morphological erosion.

version { 1.0 15/10/1996
author ( Harry de Bruyn, Bakken Research Center
acknowledge ( }
copyright ( }
location ( morhfil CG56 directory }
seealso { }

input
name {signalIn}
type {fix}

output
name {signalOut}
type {fix}

state
name {Template}
type {fixarray}
desc { Filter template values, internal.
default { "0 0 0" }
attributes { A_CIRCIA_NONCONSTANTIA_YMEM

state
name

tempLen

type

int}

desc

number of template values. }

default { 3
attributes{ A_NONSETTABLEIA_NONCONSTANTIA_NOINIT

state
name

buffer}

type

intarray

dese

internal

default { "0 0 0"
attributes{ A_CIRCIA_NONCONSTANTIA_NONSETTABLEIA_XMEMIA_NOINIT

state
name

bufferLen

type

int}
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desc { internal
default { 3 }
attributes { A_NONCONSTANTIA_NONSETTABLEIA_NOINIT

state
name

bufferldx

type

int}

desc

index to oldest value in buffer }

default { 0
attributes{ A_NONSETTABLEIA_NOINITIA_YMEM

constructor
nolnternalState()

codeblock ( initRegs ) (
move

#$val(bufferLen)-1,mO

move

$ref(bufferldx),rO

move

#$val(tempLen)-1,m4

move

#$addr(Template) ,r4

move

$ref(signalln),xO

codeblock

erodeblock ) {

=X, a=T (0)

b

y:-(r4),a

neg

a

xO,x: (rO)+

y: (r4)+,b

;T(N-l)= -T(N-l)

add

xO,a

x: (rO)+,xO

y: (r4)+,b

;min=T(N-l)+x

clr

;x (n)

;xO=x(n)

b=T (0)

;k=O
do

#$val(tempLen)-l,$label(erodeloop)

;do

neg

b

T(k)=-T(k)

add

xO,b

b=x(n-k)-T(N-l-k)

move

b,yo

cmp

yO,a

cmp

yO,a

tgt

yO,a

x: (rO) +,xO

y: (r4)+,b

i f ( b<min )

min=b

$label(erodeloop)

}

nop

;

nop

;while(k++==(tempLen-l»

clr

b

codeblock

(r4)

+

erode2 ) (

clr

b

y: - (r4) ,a

neg

a

xO,x:(rO)+

y: (r4) +, b

;T(N-ll

add

xO,a

x:(rO)+,xO

y: (r4) +, b

; min=T

;x(n)=x, a=T(O)

;xO=x(n)

neg

=

-T tN-l)

(N-l) +x

b=T(O)

TlkJ=-T(k)

b
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add

xO.b

move

b.yO

cmp

yO.a

cmp'

yO.a

tgt

yO.a

clr

b

b=x(n-k)-T(N-l-k)

i f ( b<min )

y: (r4)+.b

x: (rO) +.xO

min=b

(r4)+

codeblock ( erodel ) (
move

$ref(signalln).xO

#$addr(Template).a

neg a
add

;xO=in. a=T(O)
;a

xO.a

=

-a

;add

codeblock ( saveRegs ) (
move

rO.$ref(bufferldx)

move

#-l,mO

reset mO to FFFF

move

#-1.m4

reset m4 to FFFF

codeblock ( setoutput ) (
move

a.$ref(signalOut)

setup
tempLen

Template.size();

bufferLen

= Template.size();

buffer.resize(tempLen);
for (int i

= 0; i

< tempLen; i++)

Template[il = Template[il / 65536

if

tempLen <= 0 ) (
Error: : abortRun (*this.

":

element" )
return

begin

go
if (tempLen==l)

addCode( erodel
else if (tempLen==2) (
addCode( initRegs
addCode( erode2
addCode( saveRegs

else
addCode ( initRegs

,

addCode ( erodeblock

25
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addCode( saveRegs

addCode( setoutput

wrapup

execTime
return ( 41 + ( 13

*

(tempLen-1»)
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2.3 Temp/Delay
defstar {
name (TemplDelay}
domain { CG56 }
desc (
Delays a signal to get it in phase with a signal that is
processed by one erode-operator and one dilate-operator,
both with the same template "Template".

version ( 1.0 15/10/1996
author ( Harry de Bruyn, Bakken Research Center }
acknowledge ( }
copyright ( }
location ( morhfil CG56 directory }
seealso ( }
explanation
.ld "Template Delay"
The star delays the input by template-length minus 1 samples.
which is the same as the delay caused by an erode-dilate or
dilate-erode sequence with the same template.

input
name

signalln

type

fix }

name

signalOUt

type

fix }

name

Template

type

fixarray

desc

buffer

output

state

default ( "0"
attributes (A_CIRCIA_NONCONSTANTIA_YMEMIA_NOlNIT}

state
name

delayBufStart

type

int}

default { 0 }
dese ( pointer to the buffer }
attrlbutes ( A_NONCONSTANT!A_NONSETTABLE[A_YMEMIA_NOINIT

state
name ( totalDelay }
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type { int }
default { 1. }
desc { total delay ( template length - 1 ) }
attributes { A_NONCONSTANTIA_NONSETTABLEIA_NOINIT

constructor
noInternalState()

codeblock(initBufStart)
initialize delay star
pointer to internal buffer
org

$ref(delayBufStart)

dc

$addr (Template)

org

p:

codeblock(one)
move

$ref(delayBufStart),rO

move

$ref(signalIn),x1.

move

y: (rO) ,yO

move

xl,y: (rO)

move

yO,$ref(signalOut)

codeblock (std)
move

$ref(signalIn),x1.

move

$ref(delayBufStart),rO

move

#$val(totalDelay)-1.,mO

move

y: (rO) ,yO

move

xl,y: (rO)+

move

rO,$ref(delayBufStart)

move

yO,$ref(signalOut)

move

#-l,mO

codeblock(zero)
move

$ref(signalIn),a

move

a,$ref(signalOut)

setup
totalDelay = Template.size()-l
Template.resize(totalDelay!;
if ( totalDelay

<

0 ) {

Error: :abortRun(*this,
element" )
return

initCode
addCode(initBufStart) :
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begin

}
go (
if (totalDelay<=O)
addCode (zero) ;
else if(totalDelay==l)
addCode(one);
else
addCode (std) ;

wrapup

execTime {
if (totalDelay==O) return 4;
else if (totalDelay==l) return 10;
else return 16;
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2.4DA7946
defstar {
name

DA7946

domain { CGS6
desc { Writes one 8-bit value to DAC ad7946 on. }
version {@(#) CGS6DA7946.pl 1.0 16!9/96}
author { Harry de Bruyn, Bakken Reseach Center
acknowledge { }
copyright { }
location { morphfil CGS6 directory }
seealso { }

input
name {signalIn}
type

{FIX}

cons true tor
noInternaIState(}

codeblock (initPrtB)
defprtl equ

$$005100

; default of port B data
when in rest:
pb8,12 and 14

ori

#$$03,mr

= 0,

others 1

; disable interrupts
port B = general purose i/o

movep

#$$OOOOOO,x:M_PBC

movep

#$$OOSFOO,X:M_PBDDR

pbO .. 7 and pbl3

input

movep

#$$OOOOOO,x:M_PBD

outputs of port B

=0

movep

#defprtl,x:M_PBD

pb8,12 and 14 = 1

andi

#$$fc,mr

codeblock (writeDA)

; enable interrupt A

(

move

$ref(signalIn) ,a

get input-value

movep

#$$OOSFFF,x:M PBDDR

pbO .. 12 and pblS

move

#>$$ff,y1

bitmask (0 .. 7)

and

yl,a

select pbO .. 7

move

#$$001100,)'1

pb!! and pb12 d
to enable DA latch

-

or

yl,a

movep

al,x:M PBD

move

#defprtl,y1

pb8,12 and 14 ",1
to freeze DA-output

-

or

y1. a

movep

al.x,M PBD

mO'Jep

#$$OO5fOO,X:M PBDDR
~~

movep

#defprtl, x,MPBD

reset port B to
default values
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initCode (
addCode( initPrtB )

go

addCode( writeDA )
wrapup
execTime{
return 40;
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2.5 ADmax153
defstar {
name {ADmax153}
domain {CG56}
desc {
Reads one B-bit value from ADC MAX153 .

version { 1.0 30/10/1996
author { Harry de Bruyn, Bakken Research Center }
acknowledge { }
copyright { }
location { morphil CG56 directory }
seealso {
output
name {signalOut}
type {fix}

defstate {
name { fileName
type { string }
default { "/dev/null"
descriptor { Input file.

defstate {
name

haltAtEnd

type { int }
default { "NO"
descriptor { Halt the run at the end of the input file.

}

defstate {
name

periodic

type

int}

default { "YES"
descriptor { Make output periodic or zero-padded. }

constructor (
nolnternalState()

codeblock(initPrtBl
defprtO equ

$$005100

; default of port B data
'",hen in rest;
pbB,12 and 14 : 0, others 1

ori

; disable interrupts

1t$$03,rnr
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= general

movep

#$$OOOOOO,x:M_PBC

port B

movep

#$$005FOO,x:M_PBDDR

pbO .. 7 and pb13 = input

movep

#$$000003,x:M_IPR

enable IRQA (trigger on level)

movep

#$$OOOOOO,x:M_PBD

outputs of port B = 0

movep

#defprtO,x:M_PBD

pb8,J.2 and 14

andi

#$$fc,mr

;

purose i/o

1

allow interrupt A

codeblock ( stopDSP) (
put processor in wait status

wait
codeblock(readAD)
readADmax153
movep

#$$004100,x:M_PBD

pbJ.2 = 0: start AD conversion

jset

#$$d,X:M_PBD,*

wait for pb13=0; end of conversion

movep

#$$004000,X:M_PBD

pb8=0: latch output

clr

a

movep

x:M_PBD,a1

read dbO .. dbJ.5 in aJ.

move

#>$$ff,y1

bitmask (0 .. 7)

and

y1,a

only keep pbO .. pb7

movep

#$$005100,x:M_PBD

port B in rest

jclr

#$$d,X:M_PBD,*

wait for pb13=J.: max153 in rest

move

a,$ref(signalOut)

output to interface address

setup
initCode
addCode( initPrtB )
go
addCode ( stopDSP ) ;
addCode( readAD ) ;
wrapup
execTime
return 46
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2.6 ADmax153T
defstar {
name { ADmax153T
domain { CG56 }
desc {
Reads one a-bit value from ADC MAX153 on interupt A.
Initializes the DSP's PLL-circuit. and sets INTA
to be in control of timing.

version {1.0 15/10/1996 }
author { Harry de Bruyn, Bakken Research Center }
acknowledge { }
copyright { }
location { morphfil CG56 directory }
see also { }
output
name {signalOUt}
type {fix}

state
name

PLLCTRL

type

int

desc

PLL control register status. }

default { 0 }
attributes {A_NONSETTABLE

A_NONCONSTANT

A_YMEM

state
name

multiplication

type

int}

desc

multiply factor for PLL input frequency (1 .. 4096).}

default { 10 }

state
name

division

type

int}

desc

Divide factor for PLL output frequency (2 Divisionl. )

A

default { 1 }

state
name

external Clock

type

string

desc

Select internal

~rystal

default { "No" }

state
name { enablePLLstopMode

I
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type

string}

desc

Keep PLL + internal oscillator enabled (No) in stop mode. }

default { "Yes"

state
name

PLLenable

type

string

desc

Enable PLL circuit (Yes) or take direct external clock (No). }

default { "Yes" }

state
name

outputClockStrength

type

int}

desc

Buffer strength of clock output (0 .. 3). }

default { 0 }

state
name

chipClockVCO

type

string

desc

Select dsp-clock: VCO (Yes) or Divider (No). }

default { "Yes" }

state
name

outputClockVCO

type

string

desc

select output-clock: VCO (Yes) or Divider (No). }

default { "No· }

defstate {
name { fileName
type { string }
default { "/dev/null"
descriptor { Input file.

defstate {
name

haltAtEnd

type

int}

default [ "NO"
descriptor { Halt the run at the end of the input file.

defstate [
name

periodic

type

int}

default { "YES"
descriptor { Make output periodic or zero-padded
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constructor (
nolnternaIState()

codeblock(initPLL)
$label(startPLLinit)
x:$$FFFD

pll control register address

$ref(PLLCTRL),x:M_PLLCR ; set PLL control register
#2494473 for default values
movep

#$$OOOOOO.x:M_BCR

o

move

#>$$40.omr

minimize STOP delay

wait states for memory-access

$label(endPLLinit)
org

p:$$8

Origin for IRQA vector

jsr

endISR

AD-conversion on IRQA

org

p:$$O

Origin of reset vector

jmp

$label(startPLLinit)

reset to startPLLinit

org

p:$label(endPLLinit)

continue program

codeblock(initPrtB)
defprtO equ

$$005100

; default of port B data
when in rest:
pbB,12 and 14 = 0, others 1

ori

#$$03,mr

movep

#$$OOOOOO.x:M_PBC

; disable interrupts
port B = general purose i/o

movep

#$$OO5FOO.X:M_PBDDR

pbO .. 7 and pb13 = input

movep

#$$OOOOO3.x:M_IPR

enable IRQA (trigger on level)

movep

#$$OOOOOO.x:M_PBD

outputs of port B

movep

#defprtO,x:M_PBD

pbB.12 and 14

andi

#$$fc,mr

=0

1

; allow interrupt A

codeblock ( stopDSP ) (
wait

put processor in wait status

codeblock(readAD)
readADmaxlS3
movep

#$$004100.x:M_PBD

pbI2 : 0: start AD conversion

jset

#$$d,x:M_PBD.*

wait for pbI3:0: end of conversion

movep

#$$004000.x:M_PBD

pbB=O: latch output

clr

a

movep

X:M_PBD.a1

read dbO .db15 in al

move

#>$$ff. yl

bitmask

and

yl,a

only keep pbO .. pb7

(0 ..

7)

a in rest

movep

#$$OOSIOO,x:M_PBD

port

jclr

#$$d,x:M_PBD,*

wait for pbI3=1: maxIS3 in rest

move

a,$ref(signalOut)

output to interface address

codeblocklendIsr}
endrSR
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rti

;end interrupt service routine

nop
nop

setup
if (multiplication

4096) {

>

Error::abortRun(*this.
return

It:

multiplication must be positive")

It:

division must be below 16")

":

division can not be negative")

":

outputClockStrength must be below 4" )

{

Error::abortRun(*this.

if (division

multiplication must be below 4097")

;

i f (multiplication < 1)

return

It:

;

{

> 15)

Error::abortRun(*this.
return

;

{

i f (division < 0)

Error::abortRun(*this,
return

;

{

i f (outputClockStrength > 3)

Error::abortRun(*this.
return
i f (outputClockStrength < 0)

{

Error::abortRun(*this.

outputClockStrength

II :

negative")
return
int PLLcontrol
const char

*ex

externalClock

const char

*ep

enablePLLstopMode

const char

*pe

PLLenable

const char

*cc

chipClockVCO

const char

*oc

outputClockVCO

PLLcontro}

(ex[Ol

;

mUltiplication-l ;

PLLcontrol
if

;

PLLcontro!
!~

'n'

&&

+

extOl

4096*division)

(
!~

'N') (

II external clock selected
PLLcontrol

if

(ep[O]

I~

'n'

~

&&

PLLcontrol + 65536
ep[O)

!~

'N')

(

il keep PLL circuit enabled in stop mode
PLLcontrol = PLLcontrol + 131072 ;
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i f (pe[e]

1= 'n'

&&

pe[O]

1= 'N')

{

II use PLL circuit
PLLcontrol

PLLcontrol
if (cc[e]

= PLLcontrol

+ 262144

PLLcontrol + 52428B*outputClockStrength
!= 'n'

&&

cc[O]

!=

'N')

= vee-output
= PLLcontrol +

II dsp clock

(not from divider)

PLLcontrol

2097152 ;

if (oc[e]

!= 'n'

&&

oc[O]

II output clock
PLLcontrol

PLLCTRL

!= 'N')

{

= vee-output

= PLLcontrol

PLLcontrol

initCode
addCode( initPLL ) ;
addCode( initPrtB ) ;

go
addCode( stopDSP ) ;
addCode( readAD ) ;

wrapup
addCode ( endIsr )

execTime
return 46
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3. demo1.asm assembly code
org p:100
User:
bruynh1
Date:
Tue Nov 19 11:01:35 1996
Target:
default-CG56
Universe: demol.pal
ori
#03,mr ;disable interrupts
include 'lib/cg56/intequlc.asm'
include 'lib/cg56/ioequlc.asm'
initialization code from star demo1.pal.ADmax153Tl (class CG56ADmax153T)
initialization for state demol.pal.ADmax153Tl.PLLCTRL
org
y:ll
dc
393216
org p:
startPLLinit_O
M_PLLCR equ
x:$FFFD
pll control register address
movep
y:l1,x:M_PLLCR
set PLL control register
#2494473 for default values
movep
#$OOOOOO,x:M_BCR
o wait states for memory-access
move
#>$40,omr
minimize STOP delay
endPLLinit_1
org
p:$8
Origin for IRQA vector
jsr
endISR
AD-conversion on IRQA
org
p:$O
Origin of reset vector
jmp
startPLLinit_O
reset to startPLLinit
org
p:endPLLinit 1
continue program
defprtO equ
$005100
default of port B data
when in rest:
pb8,12 and 14 = 0, others 1
ori
#$03,mr
disable interrupts
movep
#$OOOOOO,x:M_PBC
port B = general purose i/o
movep
#$005FOO,x:M_PBDDR
pbO .. 7 and pb13 = input
movep
#$000003,x:M_IPR
enable IRQA (trigger on level)
movep
#$OOOOOO,x:M_PBD
outputs of port B = 0
movep
#defprtO,x:M_PBD
pb8,12 and 14 = 1
andi
#$fc,mr
allow interrupt A
initialization code from star demo1.pal.Dilate1 (class CG56Dilate)
initialization for state demo1.pal.Dilate1.Template
org
y:O
dc
0.0
dc
0.0
dc
0.0
dc
4.5299530029296ge-06
initialization for porthole demo1.pal.Dilate1.signalln
org
x:9
dc
0.0
org p:
initialization code from star demo1.pal.Erode1 (class CG56Erode)
initialization for state demo1.pal.Erode1.Template
org
y:4
de
0.0
de
0.0
de
0.0
de
4.5299530029296ge-06
inLtialization for porthole demol.pal.Erodel.signalln
org
x: 8
dc
0.0
org p:
initialization code from star demo1.pal.TempIDelay1 (class CG56TemplDelayl
initialization for porthole demol.pal.TemplDelayl.signalln
org
x: 8
de
0.0
org p:
initLalize delay star
pOlnter to internal buffer
org
Y:14
de
8
org
p:
inItialization eode from star demol_pal Subl (class CG56Sub)
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initialization for porthole demo1.pal.Sub1.pos
org
x:10
dc
0.0
initialization for porthole demo1.pal.Sub1.neg
org
x:11
dc
0.0
org p:
initialization code from star demo1.pal.DA79461 (class CG56DA7946)
initialization for porthole demo1.pal.DA79461.signalln
org
x:12
dc
0.0
org p:
defprt1 equ
$005100
default of port B data
when in rest:
pb8,12 and 14 = 0, others 1
ori
#$03, mr
disable interrupts
movep
#$OOOOOO,x:M_PBC
port B = general purose i/o
movep
#$OOSFOO,x:M_PBDDR
pbO .. 7 and pb13
input
movep
#$OOOOOO,x:M_PBD
outputs of port B :
movep
#defprt1,x:M_PBD
pb8,12 and 14 = 1
andi
#$fc, mr
enable interrupt A
initialization code from star demo1.pal.auto-fork-node1 (class AnyAsmFork)
initialization for porthole demo1.pal.auto-fork-node1.input
org
x:8
dc
0.0
org p:
LOOP_4
; code from star demo1.pal.ADmax153T1 (class CGS6ADmax1S3T)
wait
put processor in wait status
readADmax153
movep
#$004100,X:M_PBD
pb12 : 0: start AD conversion
jset
#$d,X:M_PBD,*
wait for pb13=0: end of conversion
movep
#$004000,x:M_PBD
pb8=0: latch output
clr
a
movep
x:M_PBD,a1
read dbO .. db15 in al.
move
#>$ff,y1
bitmask (0 .. 7)
and
y1, a
only keep pbO .. pb7
movep
#$00S100,x:M_PBD
port B in rest
jclr
#$d,x:M_PBD,*
wait for pb13:1: maxiS) in rest
move
a,x:8
; output to interface address
code from star demo1.pal.auto-fork-node1 (class AnyAsmFork)
code from star demo1.pal.TemplDelay1 (class CG56TemplDelay)
move
x:B,x1
move
y: 14, rO
move
#3-1,mO
move
y: (rO), yO
move
x1,y: (rO) +
move
rO , y: 14
move
yO,X:10
move
#-l,mO
code from star demol.pal.Erode1 (class CG56Erode)
move
#4-1,mO
move
y:13, rO
move
#4 - 1 , m4
move
#4, r4
move
x: 8,xO
;)C(n):x, a=T;O)
y: - (r4) ,a
clr
b
xO,x: (rO)+
y: (r4) +, b
neg
a
;T(N-1)= -T(N-l)
x; (rO)+,xO
add
xO, a
y: (r4) +, b
;min=T{N'-l).x

°

;xO=x(n)
;k=O

do
neg
add
move
cmp
cmp

tgt

#4-1,erodeloop_2

;do {
T(k)=-T(ki
b=x(n-k)-T(N-l-kl

b

xO,b
b,yo

yO, a

b~T(O)

x: (r 0)

+ , xO

y: (r4) +, b

if( b<min

{

yO,a
yO,a

min=b

erodeloop_2
nap
nop

;I
;whilelk++=~itempLen-l)
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(r4) +
clr
b
move
rO, y: 13
move
#-l,mO
reset mO to FFFF
reset m4 to FFFF
move
#-l,m4
move
a,x:9
code from star demol.pal.Dilatel (class CGS6Dilate)
move
#4-1,ml
move
y:12,rl
move
#4-1,mS
move
#O,rS
move
x:9,xO
xO,x: (rl)+
y:(r5)-,a
;x(n)=x, a=T(O)
clr
b
x: (rl)+,XO
y:(rS)-,b
;max=T(O)+x
add
xO,a
;xO=x(n)
b=T(l)
;k=O
do
#4-1,dilateloop_3
;do (
xO,b
b=T(k)+x(n-k)
add
b,yO
move
yO,a
x:(rl)+,xO
y: (rS) - ,b
iff b>max
cmp
{
yO,a
cmp
yO,a
tlt
max=b

}
dilateloop_3
;}
nop
nop
;while(k++==(tempLen-l»
(r5)+
clr
b
move
rl, y: 12
move
#-l,ml
reset ml to FFFF
move
#-l,mS
reset mS to FFFF
move
a,x:ll
code from star demol.pal.Subl (class CGS6Sub)
move
x:IO,a
move
x:ll,XO
sub
xO,a
move
a,x:12
code from star demol.pal.DA79461 (class CGS6DA7946)
move
x:12,a; get input-value
movep
#$OOSFFF,x:M_PBDDR
pbO .. 12 and pb15
1 (output)
move
#>$ff,yl
bitmask (0 .. 7)
and
yl, a
select pbO .. 7
move
#$OOllOO,yl
pbS and pb12 =1
or
yl, a
to enable DA latch
movep
al,x:M_PBD
move
#defprtl,yl
pbS,12 and 14 =1
or
yl, a
to freeze DA-output
movep
al,x:M_PBD
reset port B to
movep
#$005fOO, x:M_PBDDR
movep
#defprtl,x:M_PBD
default values
jmp
LOOP_4
endISR
rti
;end interrupt service routine
nop
nop
--------------------- Symmetric memory map:
--------------------- x memory map:
Loc 0, length 4, state demal.pal.Dilatel(buffer) , type INTARRAY (circular)
Lec 4, length 4, state demol.pal.Erodel(bufferl, type INTARRAY (circular)
Lac S, length 1, port demol.pal.auto-fork-nodel(input) , type ANYTYPE (circular)
Loc 9, length I, port demol.pal.Dilatel(signalIn), type FIX
Loc 10, length 1, port demal.pal.Subl(pos), type FIX
Lac 11, length 1, port demol.pal.Subl(neg
Loc 12, length 1, port demol.pal.DA79461(signalInl, type FIX
--------------------- Y memory map:
Loc 0, length 4, state demol.pal.Dilatel(Ternplate), type FIXARRAY (circular)
Loc 4, length 4, state demOl.pal.Erodel(Template), type FIXARRAY (circular)
Lac 8, length 3, state demol.pal.TemplDelayl(Template) , type FIXARRAY (circular)
Loc 11, length 1, state demol. pal.ADmax153Tl (PLLCTRL), type INT
Loc 12, length 1, state demol.pal.Dilatel rbufferIdxl, t'Y'Pe INT
Loc 13, length 1, state demol.pal.Erodel(bufferIdx), type INT
Lac 14, length 1, state demol.pal.TemplDelayl(delayBufStartl, type INT
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